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I would like to congratulate Petrochemical Industries Company (PIC), its top 
management and personnel on its golden jubilee anniversary of its establishment 
and the ostensible success which it has efficiently fulfilled in petrochemical industry 
throughout its 50-year-lifespan in such field. It managed competently to become 
one of the pioneering companies on the Arab, territorial and international level 
in petrochemical industry thanks to good planning, astute visions and devotion in 
work; the matter enabled it to underpin the status of Kuwait Petroleum Corporation 
internationally as PIC is the corporation’s arm in such significant industry.
What made us glad also are the serious steps which PIC has taken to achieve its 
desired goals, as the company does not only seek to fulfill its goals, but it also seeks 
diligently to allot new goals as per its infinite ambitions to open wider horizons in the 
petrochemical world. Accordingly, it established, in participation with the private 
sector, Equate Company which has become within few years a pioneering company in 
the field of manufacturing ethylene-glycol and poly ethylene. After that, it established 
an aromatic complex to include plants of olefins and styrene. Such complex managed 
proficiently to accomplish a new specific leap for the company which takes on the 
responsibility of sustaining the national economy and optimizing the resources of the 
country under KPC’s strategic integrated plans.
The success which PIC has achieved under the hard circumstances and the sequential 
changes in petrochemical industry field and oil industry in general is pride for the 
company’s experience. In addition, it makes us feel proud of the Kuwaiti personnel 
that KPC and its subsidiaries put on top of their priorities to accomplish goals and 
reinforce the status of the Kuwaiti oil industry on all levels.
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It is the pleasure of KPC News 
staff to extend their heartfelt 
gratitute to all colleagues who 
contributed to KPC News past 
issues. We will be more than 
happy to receive even more of 
your contributions and ideas 
which will further bolster con-
structive cooperation and con-
tinuous progress.
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I n  T h i s  I s s u e   

years of achievements reinforces PIC’s 
status locally, territorially and internationally

HH the Amir sponsors PIC 50th anniversary

Mustapha Al-Shamali:

Under the patronage of HH the Amir Sheikh Sabah 

Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, Petrochemical Indus-

tries Company (PIC) celebrated the 50th anniversary of 

its establishment on Wednesday November 6, 2013 in 

Jumeirah Hotel.

The celebration was attended by HH the Crown Prince 

Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, Deputy 

Parliament Speaker MP Mubarak Al-Khrainej, the Prime 

Minister HH Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-

Sabah, Deputy of National Guard Chief Sheikh Meshal 

Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, Deputy Minister of Amiri 

Diwan Affairs Sheikh Ali Jarrah Al-Sabah, former Par-

liament Speaker Jassem Al-Khorafi, HH Sheikh Nasser 

Al-Mohammed Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah, senior Sheikhs 

and top officials and dignitaries.

The celebration commenced with reciting some verses 

from the holy Qur’an, then a short documentary film 

was displayed highlighting briefly the journey of suc-

cess of the company. After that, HE Deputy Premier, 

Minister of Oil and Chairman of KPC’s board of direc-

tors Mustapha Al-Shamali gave a speech in which he 

said, “I would like on behalf of the oil sector’s personnel 

to extend appreciation and gratitude for your Highness’s 

patronage to PIC’s 50th anniversary.”

“Your Highness, Your Excellencies Sheikhs, MPs and 

Ministers, we have witnessed within fifty years sturdy 

steps that the company have achieved throughout its 

journey to accomplish a pioneering status inside and 

outside Kuwait through its participation in gigantic proj-

ects; the matter has fortified its status locally, territori-

ally and international. In addition, it has tangibly taken 

part in increasing the national income.”

“Your Highness’s patronage resumes the journey of late 

Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah who paid 

special concern to oil industry, as he put the cornerstone 

of PIC in 1963. In your tenure, we are honored by your 

highness’s incessant support in inaugurating officially 

Olefins II, Styrene and Aromatics Project which is one 

of the significant projects that help push forward the 

wheel of the national economy.

Dear attendants,

Our sons and colleagues in the oil sector have recently 

concluded a visit to Vietnam while attending the cele-

bration of placing the cornerstone of Nghi Son refining 
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and petrochemical complex. We look forward to initiate 

such huge project in 2017. It is considered a historical 

event and new start in the history of the Kuwaiti oil in-

dustry, the matter will provide a safe out-

let for marketing the Kuwait crude oil and 

penetrating promising markets by the pet-

rochemical products.

This project reflects also the oil sec-

tor’s interest to carry out integrated 

projects that help optimize the ben-

efit of launching new explorations 

and production of oil and gas. Add 

to this the refineries and petro-

chemical products; the matter will 

fulfill an added value for KPC’s 

assets. This will in turn create new investment opportu-

nities which help expanding the Kuwaiti petrochemical 

industries.”

For his part, PIC’s Chairman of board of directors Mo-

hammed Al-Farhoud welcomed in his speech HH the 

Amir, HH the Crown Prince, HH the Prime Minister and 

all attendees, spotlighting the luminary journey of the 

company.

At the end of the celebration, HH the 

Amir removed the curtain from 

the new slogan of the company. 

After that, an operetta entitled 

“Feek Al-Khair” was performed 

and finally souvenirs were pre-

sented to HH the Amir.
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Al-Shamali   receives delegation from Rotterdam City
HE Deputy Premier, Minister of Oil 

and Chairman of KPC’s board of 

directors Mustapha Al-Shamali re-

ceived a high-level delegation from 

Dutch Rotterdam City including 

Mayor of Rotterdam City Ahmad bu 

Talib, Deputy Chairman of Freight 

and Industry Sector in Rotterdam 

Port Mr. Bass Hansin, Manager of 

Oil and Refining in Rotterdam Port 

Mr. Van Dalen, along with the am-

bassador of Kingdom of Netherland 

to Kuwait HE Nicolas Bits on Mon-

day November 4, 2013 in the oil 

complex headquarters.

They discussed ways of reinforcing 

the Kuwaiti investments in the Neth-

erlands and KPC’s future vision for 

the petrochemical complex which 

will be established in Rotterdam.

...and he receives   Governor of Basra and accompanying delegation

HE Deputy Premier, Minister of Oil 

and Chairman of KPC’s board of 

directors Mustapha Al-Shamali re-

ceived in his office on Monday No-

vember 4, 2013 Governor of Basra 

Dr. Majid Al-Nasrawi, Iraq, the 

Iraqi lawmaker Mansour Al-Tami-

mi, Director of Basra Governor’s 

Office Kazim Jabbar, HE the Iraqi 

ambassador to Kuwait Mohammed 

Bahar Al-Oloum, and the accompa-

nying delegation along with Gov-

ernor of Jahra Sheikh Mubarak Al-

Hummoud Al-Sabah.

They exchanged cordial talks and 

discussed the new developments in 

the international oil markets besides 

tackling ways of underpinning the 

mutual relations between the two 

countries in oil field.
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In a speech given on behalf of Deputy Premier, Minister of Oil

Al-Adsani: Achieving sustainability in social development tops the oil sector’s priorities

On behalf of Deputy Premier, Minister of Oil and Chair-

man of KPC’s board Mustapha Al-Shamali, Chief Execu-

tive Officer of KPC Nizar Al-Adsani gave a speech in the 

7th International Conference and Show for developing 

HSE technicians which was organized by American So-

ciety of Safety Engineers from 26-27 November, 2013 in 

SAS Hotel.

He extended the Kuwaiti oil sector’s appreciation and 

commitment to the conditions of health, safety, security 

and environment, stressing he is also proud of the several 

international certificates and awards which it won com-

pared to other Gulf companies working in the oil industry 

field.

He stressed that KPC and its subsidiaries are totally com-

mitted to HSSE conditions allotted in any of their projects; 

in addition, they take part in spreading awareness on HSE 

criteria through allotting awards for the best performance 

on the level of the oil companies and the other concerned 

government authorities. They also allot emergency plans, 

which are periodically updated, to help reduce the level of 

risks as possible.

“Achieving sustainability in the social development and 

preserving the environment are considered important 

challenges which the Kuwaiti oil industry confronts. Con-

sequently, we seek diligently to develop all ways that help 

us accomplish such strategic goal safely,” noted he.

He further clarified that HSSE criteria are considered 

among the key supports of KPC 2030 strategic directions, 

as the oil sector shoulders its responsibilities towards per-

sonnel and the society to reflect the appropriate image of 

KPC and its subsidiaries locally and internationally.
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E v e n t s

Chief Executive Officer of KPC Mr. Nizar Al-Adsani 

announced launching Employee Engagement Program 

in a workshop held on Wednesday November 27, 2013 

in the auditorium of the oil sector.

He indicated this program is one of KPC’s initiatives 

which are aimed basically to achieve the oil sector’s 

HR 2030 strategy; in addition, it reflects the deep be-

lief of corporation and its subsidiaries in the impor-

tance of manpower in the process of fulfilling goals 

and ambitions.

KPC launches media campaign on Employee Engagement Program 

He added the media campaign which will accompany the 

program includes field visits which the consultant of the 

project will pay to KPC’s subsidiaries; moreover, he will 

highlight copiously the ideology applied in the program.

Indicating Employee Engagement Program is considered 

the first of its kind in the oil sector, Al-Adsani said the proj-

ect enables all employees to pose their opinions freely and 

transparently in all cases. It also enables them to pose vi-

sions and ideas to develop the internal work mechanism in 

line with the public good.

He stressed the importance of commitment and continuity 

to reap the positive fruits of the program. These results will 

partake effectively in improving performance and handling 

the problems which the oil sector’s personnel confront.

For his part, Mr. Samir Mardini, Head of Talent Consulting 

MENA at AON Hewitt, submitted a presentation in which 

he explained elaborately the nature of the program and its 

mechanism. In addition, he answered the inquiries which 

were submitted by some of the oil sector’s employees who 

were keen on attending the workshop.
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On the occasion of her retirement

KPC honors Mona Al-Obeid
Kuwait Petroleum Corporation (KPC) held an honoring cel-

ebration for Mrs. Mona Al-Obeid, Deputy Managing Direc-

tor of Middle Products, Fuel Oil and Special 

Products, on Thursday October 31, 2013 in the 

Diwaniya of the oil complex’s headquarters 

on the occasion of her retirement.

For her part, Al-Obeid extended her 

delight over the honoring celebra-

tion which is considered a cordial 

meeting with colleagues, adding, “I’m 

proud of working in KPC from which I 

gained much experience in my field. I 

hope it to achieve more prosperity and 

development locally and internationally.” 

She further thanked appreciatively her colleagues who or-

ganized and attended the celebration.

It is worth mentioning that the celebration 

was attended by Mr. Nizar Al-Adsani, 

CEO of Kuwait Petroleum Corpora-

tion, Mr. Nabil Bouresli, Managing 

Director of International Marketing 

Sector, Mr. Mohammed Al-Far-

houd, Managing Director of Plan-

ning and Finance Sector, and Mr. 

Ali Al-Shimmari, CEO of Kuwait 

Gulf Oil Company.
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E v e n t s

Health, Safety, Security and Environment (HSSE) De-

partment held an honoring celebration to Mr. Sami Al-

Yaqout, Manager of Career Health and Safety Department, 

Eng. Mohammed Al-Tahous, Coordinator of Emergency 

and Security, and Dr. Abdullatif Al-Mour, Consultant of 

Public Health, on Wednesday October 30, 2013 in the Di-

waniya of the oil sector’s complex on the occasion of their 

retirement. 

Addressing the attendees, Dr. Abdullatif Al-Mour spotlight-

ed some healthful ways to reduce the pressures of work, 

indicating the step of reducing the pressures and burdens 

of work helps protect the public health and increase man’s 

productivity. He further extended his appreciation to the or-

ganizers of the celebration, adding he spent the best days of 

his life inside the State of Kuwait.

Meanwhile, Al-Yaqout and Al-Tahous extended their ap-

preciation and gratitude to KPC and their colleagues and 

each person partook in organizing such celebration.

At the end of the celebration, Mr. Nizar Al-Adsani, CEO of 

KPC, Mr. Mohammed Al-Farhoud, Managing Director of 

Planning and Finance, and employees from HSSE Depart-

ment presented gifts and souvenirs to the honorees.

HSSE abides farewell to Al-Tahous, Al-Mour and Al-Yaqout
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A high-level delegation from Japan 

Cosmo Oil Company paid a visit to In-

ternational Marketing Sector at KPC on 

Monday November 11, 2013.

The visiting delegation was received 

by Nabil Bouresli, Managing Di-

rector of International Marketing 

Sector, Mr. Jamal Issa Al-Loughani, 

DMD Marketing – Crude, Naphtha, 

LPG & Mogas, Sheikh Salah Al-Sa-

bah, Manager of Crude Oil Sales, Mr. 

Abdulkarim Al-Saqer, Team Leader of 

Crude Oil Sales, and Mrs. Shahd Al-

Issa, Sales Representative.

Bouresli emphasized the fact that KPC 

has the sturdy ties with Cosmo Co 

which is considered a strategic alliance 

for the corporation since the ninetieth 

of the last century, revealing KPC will 

apply new projects with Cosmo among 

which the new Al-Khafji oil contract.

It is worth mentioning that the visit is 

among Cosmo’s efforts to reinforce its 

bilateral relations with KPC.

Bouresli     receives a delegation from Japanese Cosmo Oil Co

Total visits KPC

Mr. Waleed Al-Bader, Deputy Managing Director of Market-

ing Operations, Mr. Emad Al-Abdulkarim, Deputy Managing 

Director of Middle Distillates, Fuel Oil, and Special Products 

at International Marketing Sector in Kuwait Petroleum Cor-

poration received a high level delegation from French-based 

Total Oil Company on Monday November 25, 2013 in the 

headquarters of the oil sector’s complex.

They tackled ways of reinforcing bilateral relations between 

KPC and Total in oil industry field; in addition, they high-

lighted the latest developments in the oil markets.
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Planning and Finance Sector organized a workshop entitled 

“Key features of KPC 2030 strategic directions” on Wednes-

day November 13, 2013 in the auditorium of the oil sector.

For his part, Mr. Jaber Mohammed Jaber, from Strategic 

Planning Department, highlighted the operations of explo-

ration and oil production inside 

the State of Kuwait and the fu-

ture plans allotted to increase 

production up to 4 million bar-

rels per day. He also spotlight-

ed the plans of increasing the 

rates of sustainable productiv-

ity of the non-associated gas 

which are aimed to increase production to 200,000 bpd from 

outside Kuwait in 2020.

He further underlined the key elements which help success-

fully achieve KPC strategy, dividing these elements into       

Held by Planning and Finance Sector

Workshop on KPC 2030 strategic directions held

external and internal ones – the exterior 

elements are epitomized in shoulder-

ing the responsibilities and roles 

among KPC, Supreme Petroleum 

Council and Ministry of Oil 

besides the international 

companies which are re-

cruited to improve capa-

bilities and efficiency. 

The interior elements 

are embodied in the 

higher administration’s 

commitment to carry 

out KPC strategic directions; in addition to bolstering 

coordination among KPC and its subsidiaries and re-

habilitating manpower in all fields and developing the 

capitalistic projects.
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International Marketing Sector honors Al-Khateeb for moving to KOC

International Marketing Sector held an honoring celebra-

tion for Mr. Suod Al-Khateeb, Manager of Overseas Offices 

and Admin Support Department in KPC, on the occasion of 

moving to Kuwait Oil Company to occupy the position of 

Assessment Department Manager on Wednesday Novem-

ber 13, 2013 in the Diwaniya of the oil sector’s complex.

Al-Khateeb extended his appreciation to everyone took 

part in organizing such honoring celebration, urging his 

colleagues to boost up collaboration and coordination to 

achieve success.

The celebration was attended by Mr. Waleed Al-Bader, 

Deputy Managing Director of Marketing Operations, Mr. 

Jamal Al-Loughani, Deputy Managing Director of Crude 

Oil Marketing, Mr. Emad Al-Abdulkarim, Deputy Man-

aging Director of Middle Distillates, Fuel Oil and Special 

Products Marketing, Mrs. Hadeel Al-Rifaai, Manager of 

Sales Management Department and Mrs. Ghadeer Al-Qad-

fan, Manager of Planning Department, along with employ-

ees from the sector.

... and Planning and Finance Sector honors Aiyda Borjis 

Planning and Finance Sector held an honoring celebration 

for Mrs. Aiyda Borjis on Wednesday November 27, 2013 on 

the occasion of her retirement.

For her part, Borjis extended her appreciation to her col-

leagues and everyone took part in honoring her, hoping 

them to achieve more progress in their work.

Mr. Modhi Al-Shimmari, Team Leader of Receivables, ex-

tended his appreciation to Borjis’s devotion and efficiency 

throughout her work journey in KPC, hoping her to start a 

new life.

Mrs. Hadeer Al-Hosaini, Team Leader of Facilities, hailed 

the honoree’s competency in performing her duties.

At the end of the celebration, souvenirs were presented to 

the honoree.
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HSSE organizes workshop of biodiversity
Health, Safety, Security and Environ-

ment (HSSE) organized a workshop 

entitled “Biodiversity Study Project” 

in collaboration with Kuwait Institute 

for Scientific Research (KISR) on 

Monday November 18, 2013 in the 

Diwaniya of the oil sector.

Dr. Manal Al-Kandari, from HSSE, 

highlighted through a presentation 

the benefits of biodiversity and the 

importance of protecting the inverte-

brates and vertebrates from distinc-

tion, as Kuwait’s waters is considered 

a good environment for propagation 

of these species. 

She further stressed KPC’s keenness 

on conducting scientific studies and 

researches in the environmental field 

through collaborating with KISR, 

indicating the corporation has subsi-

dized nearly 22 studies in various sci-

entific fields.

The workshop was attended by a 

large number of employees from 

HSSE department besides Dr. Fa-

tima Al-Shatti, Environment Consul-

tant at KPC.

Kuwait Petroleum Corporation 

(KPC) patronized Kuwait Medical 

and Pharmaceutical Waste Conference 

which was organized in Crown Plaza 

Hotel from 28-30 October, 2013.

The conference is aimed to spread 

environmental and healthful aware-

ness in the society with special focus 

on the hazards of medical and phar-

maceutical waste which is exposed of 

by healthful care centers, hospitals, 

clinics and pharmacies. It spotlighted 

the way of exposing of such waste ap-

propriately, as such waste has become 

one of the most important problems 

which jeopardize the health and safety 

of man and his environment. 

Experts of health and environment 

took part in the conference along with 

international organizations among 

which World Health Organization that 

submitted a work paper on manag-

ing correctly medical waste; besides 

Saudi Pharmaceutical Society which 

presented a work paper on the ways 

applied in managing medical and 

pharmaceutical waste in the Kingdom 

of Saudi Arabia.

KPC sponsors Kuwait Medical & Pharmaceutical Waste Confab
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Held by College of Admin Sciences

KPC partakes in 1st Environment Week

Pursuant to its social and envi-

ronment responsibility which it 

shoulders towards the society and 

environment, Kuwait Petroleum 

Corporation (KPC) participated in 

the 1st Environment Week which 

was organized under the pa-

tronage of Dean of College 

of Administrative Sciences at 

Kuwait University, Dr. Rashid 

Al-Ajmi, from 24-28 November, 

2013.

Several seminars were held during 

the 5-day exhibition in participation 

of a large number of government 

concerned authorities. The seminars 

highlighted the importance of pro-

tecting the Kuwaiti maritime envi-

ronment, the environmental con-

tamination and the climatic change 

and its influence on Kuwait.

The exhibition is aimed to spread 

the environment culture among indi-

viduals in the society.
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H e a l t h

and ways of protection
Winter diseases

By approaching winter, viruses and microbes which hit man’s respiratory system spread widely. They lead to being  infected 

with common symptoms among which runny nose, hardness to swallow food, severe cough and difficulty in breathing; in ad-

dition to high temperature and pain in joints. We dare say that nobody can escape any of such winter diseases which lead to 

serious repercussions unless they are treated well. In the following lines, we will spotlight some of these common diseases.

Influenza

It spreads easily among individuals through 

breathing the virus or using personal tools of the 

patient. Its symptoms include headache, pain, re-

peated sneezing and feeling of tremble. The syn-

drome of such disease lasts almost one week; however, the patient 

should have medicine, rest and more juices rich with vitamin C.

To protect yourself from being infected with influenza you should 

avoid close communication with the patient particularly in crowned 

areas; in addition, it is not preferable to go out suddenly from a hot 

place to a cold one.

Bronchitis 

The symptoms of bronchitis commence usually with cold, as the pa-

tient starts feeling pain in chest and difficulty in breathing, a light head-

ache and pain in the whole body accompanied with tremble and cough. 

Moreover, the body temperature increases for three to five days.

Cough

Cough is not a disease itself but it is a symptom accompanies cold. It 

works usually as a defense to sack the strange substances which try 

to infiltrate into the upper and lower respiratory system. However, it 

can be controlled by taking appropriate medicine. 

Recommended food and drinks which resist winter diseases

Green tea

It is considered one of the important drinks which are required in winter and 

provide the body with energy.
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Do not expose yourself to cold air.

Have balanced food to strengthen the immunity system.

Keep practicing sport and exercises.

Have more orange, lemon juice and other natural prod-

ucts which are rich with vitamin C.

Avoid using personal tools of people specially hand-

kerchiefs and towels. 

Refresh always the air of your house.

Avoid moving from hot atmosphere to cold one 

suddenly.

Wear winter clothes to keep your body warm.

Take rest because cold necessitates having enough 

rest and sleep; the matter enables the immunity sys-

tem to work more effectively and resist the disease.

Have food and drinks without sugar because the 

foodstuffs which include sugar reduce the ability 

of leucocytes to destroy bacteria and viruses.

Hot lemon

Lemon is very useful for the body because it provides it with vitamin C which 

strengthens the immunity system to confront winter diseases.

Fresh fruit juices

Physicians advise having fresh fruit juices daily in winter such as orange and 

apple juices which are rich with important vitamins for the body.

White honey 

Having a spoon of white honey with a hot cup of water daily protects the body 

from cough. It is also recommended to have it with half teaspoon of black seeds.

 Apple 

It is useful to treat from cold, cough and bronchitis because it is rich with anti-vi-

ruses epitomized in vitamins A and C besides calcium, potassium and phosphor.

Tips for protection from winter diseases
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ójhõàdG äÉ«∏ªY
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 ≥jƒ°ùà∏d ÜóàæŸG ƒ°†©dG Öàμe
»ŸÉ©dG

™«HôdG óªfi
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ÂÉ¨dG ódÉN
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≠jÉ°üdG ìôa
 »H ¿G ¬«c IóMh-»∏NGódG ≥«bóàdG

»°S

Esraa Al-Failakawi
Marine

Manal Hussain
Marine

Amal Al-Jena’ei
Corporate Treasury & Investment

Khaled Al-Bahoh 
 Bunker Sales Fuel Oil, Special

Products Sales

Mohammed Al-Najdi
Marine

Noura Al-Refaei
 Corporate Internal Audit Technical

Support & IT

Rubeena Mathews
MD International Marketing Office

Mohammed Al-Rubaya
 Corporate Internal Audit, KUFPEC

Unit

Khaled Al-Ghanim
Corporate Internal Audit, KOC Unit

Farah Al-Sayegh
Corporate Internal Unit, KNPC Unit

Soud Al-Khateeb 
 Training Assessment & Measure

Center

Eman Al-Abdulrazzag
Compensation & Industrial Relations

Adel Atiyah
Health, Safety & Environment

Abdullah Al-Ayyar
Strategic Planning

Maha Al-Anbae
Legal Affairs

Hammam Al-Humah
Naphtha/Mogas/LPG Sales

Yousif Al-Shatti
 Human Resources Studies &

Organization

Zahraa Shishter
 Human Resources Studies &

Organization

Mariam Al-Nasser
Corporate Treasury & Investment

Hanaa Al-Armali
Planning & Career Development

Abdulrahman Al-Shatti
Supply Operations

Nadir Al-Waheeb
Supply Operations

�������
Our

Congratulations!

äÉæ««©àdGNew 
Appointments

 ∑QÉÑŸG óªM ódÉN

ájQÉéàdG IôFGódG

ô°UÉædG π°ü«a ô°UÉf

äÉeóÿG

Khaled Hamad Al-Mubarak 

Commercial

Nasser Faisal Al-Nasser

Service


